Abstract-In generating efficient gaits for biomimetic robots, control commands and robot morphology are closely coupled, particularly for soft bodied robots with complex internal dynamics. Achieving optimal robot energy consumption is only possible if robot control parameters and morphology are tuned simultaneously. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are well suited for this purpose. In this application, however, GAs converge slowly because of the high dimensionality of the fitness landscape, the limited number of successful designs within this landscape, and the significant computational cost of evaluating the fitness function using dynamics simulations. To accelerate GA convergence for design applications involving biomimetic robots, a new physics-based preprocessing methodology is proposed. This preprocessing strategy was applied to develop gaits for a biomimetic caterpillar robot. Convergence speeds were observed to increase significantly through the application of the physicsbased preprocessing.
I. INTRODUCTION SING genetic algorithms to determine optimal control values has been investigated extensively [1] . However, manipulation of genetic algorithms to co-evolve robot form and controls has been less explored. With the recent advent of biomimetic robots, concurrently evolving robot form and controls has become increasingly important [2] . Evolving robot form and control together can lead to dramatic improvements in robot propulsive efficiency and can also give insight into the evolution of biological animals [3] .
Problems arise when simultaneously evolving form and controls, specifically in finding high fitness value combinations of parameters in a reasonable number of generations. Together the parameters describing actuator controls and robot form define an extremely large and complex design space. The performance of robot parameters over this design space may be characterized in terms of a fitness function (e.g. distance moved per unit energy), which is characterized by multiple fitness peaks.
Given the nonconvexity of the fitness function, a genetic algorithm is often a good choice to come up with an optimal design [4] . For conventional GA approaches, however, the amount of computing time required to reach acceptable levels of performance can be very large. As the quantity of parameters increases, the number of possible combinations goes up, and the fitness landscape becomes difficult to navigate [4] .
A method for accelerating genetic algorithm convergence using physics-based preprocessing is proposed. Specifically, the pre-processor acts to guide GA mutation to favor sets of morphological and control parameters that promote desirable design characteristics such as robot stability and efficient actuation. The following section will describe this methodology in detail. Section III will describe an application of the preprocessing strategy to the design of a soft-bodied biomimetic caterpillar. Section IV analyzes this application to compare GA performance in trials with and without preprocessing. A concise summary concludes the paper.
II. METHODOLOGY In this section conventional approaches to GA construction will first be discussed, and then followed by a discussion of the limitations when applying conventional GAs to biomimetic problems. A solution to these issues in the form of a physicsbased pre-processor will then be described.
Genetic algorithms used for robotics applications commonly employ an architecture similar to that depicted in the baseline algorithm portion of Fig. 1 (to the right of the dashed line).
The baseline algorithm comprises a number of critical processes. The first step in the baseline algorithm is to produce an initial population of a fixed size [1] . Each member in the initial population is assigned a unique combination of controls and physical parameters referred to as a genotype [5] . The genotypes produced by the initialization are then passed into a physics simulation, rated on their performance, and given [6] . The top genotypes of the population, in terms of fitness, are kept in a hall of fame, while the rest of the population's genotypes are crossed and mutated with one another [1] . The determination of what individual genotypes are crossed and mutated depends on a roulette style of selection [5] . Essentially, each genotype has a probability of passing its genes onto the next generation directly proportional to its fitness value. After crossing and mutating the randomly selected genotypes from the roulette wheel, a new population is created. The new population consists of the hall of fame individuals and the crossed and mutated individuals. The method is repeated until a specific number of generations are reached or a desired fitness value is achieved [5] .
The baseline algorithm is often sufficient for evolving control parameters or morphological parameters alone, but when concurrently evolving both morphological and control parameters, the GA converges very slowly. Slow convergence speeds are in part the result of an extensive multi-dimensional search space, characterized by moderately expensive fitness function evaluations (with fitness computed by running a physics engine). For biomimetic robotics applications, the fitness landscapes itself also becomes an issue. The baseline algorithm is extremely efficient at optimizing relatively smooth fitness landscapes such as can be seen in Fig. 2 , which are characteristic of wide range of optimization problems. With gentle gradients and a relatively small number of local maxima, convergence to an optimal solution occurs in a short time period. By contrast, preliminary results indicate that the landscape for evolving a biomimetic robot has the form of Fig.  3 . Specifically, the landscape is composed of a number of peaks and valleys, in which particular combinations of parameters and controls line up favorably to result in numerous highly-local fitness peaks. Though fitness peaks can occur at many different parameter values, they tend to cluster in higher concentrations in specific areas of the fitness landscape. For this class of landscape, without discernable local gradient information, gradient-based acceleration methods are not applicable. However, since the peaks tend to cluster together in a concentrated region (as shown on the right side of Fig. 3 ), optimization can be accelerated if this region can be identified a priori. In this paper, we propose a preprocessing method designed to focus GA mutations toward regions in which global maximum fitness values for biomimetic robot performance are most likely to occur. With the baseline GA there are usually no clear directions to guide mutations (nor to guide population initialization). By convention, each parameter value within a specified range has an equally likely probability of being chosen [1] . Accordingly, the population distributions for initialization and mutation of parameters are uniform distributions, as can be seen in Fig. 4 . In order to improve performance for the fitness landscape encountered in Fig. 3 , a methodology is needed that guides mutations toward the regions of the parameter space with the highest concentration of peaks. Many varieties of probability distributions can be used to express the parameter selection probabilities for mutation in a manner that emphasizes a particular region of the search space. In this paper, we use a clipped Gaussian distribution, as can be seen in Fig. 5 , since Gaussian distributions are simple to apply, have a definitive peak which rolls off in two directions, and have only two tunable parameters (μ, σ). The purpose of the new preprocessing methodology is to determine the values of these tunable mutation parameters for each gene in the genotype. Specifically, the proposed preprocessing method involves a physics based approach to obtain the mutation distribution parameters (e.g., the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian distributions for each gene). The physics-based method comprises two primary steps. The first step in the preprocessing method is to define simplified models that relate key design characteristics of the robot model to the morphological parameters represented in the genome. Examples of key design characteristics include robot stability and actuator effectiveness. (These parameters are identified based on engineering experience or can be determined through brain storming, analysis of prototypes, or analysis of preliminary computer modeling.)
The next step is to determine which sets of genotype parameters optimize the simplified physical models. These genotype parameter values are used to determine the peak value (μ) for the mutation distributions.
In practice, the simplified physics models used in preprocessing are intended to capture only gross, first-order effects. Subtler phenomena, such as resonance, may be difficult to capture without a fully resolved physics model. Because of this limitation, the global optimum fitness value may in fact occur some distance away from the mutation distribution's peak. Thus, the mutation distribution must be sufficiently wide to allow exploration of the entire search space. In this sense, the mutation distribution should guide new genotypes toward (but not constrain them within) an advantageous region of the search space. In this paper, the width of the mutation distribution was controlled using the Gaussian σ parameter. The width was set so that the minimum value of the mutation distribution was no smaller than one third of the distribution's maximum value.
The process of applying simplified physics models to determine the peak values of the mutation distribution is itself an optimization process. In this process, each simplified physics relationship produces a cost function of the following form, where the K i are key design parameters and the vector g i represents a subset of the elements of the complete genome G.
( )
The K i equations should be based on physics relationships which are easy to express analytically. In biomimetic robot applications, it is very helpful if the K i equations can be simplified enough to be analyzed with statics rather than dynamics. Typically, this process involves a rigid-body mechanical analysis using free-body diagrams, moment equations, and force balance equations [7] .
Ideally, each gene in the full genome G would be related to exactly one of the key design parameters K i . In practice, genes that do not appear in one of the K i equations are simply assigned a uniform mutation distribution, with no preference for any specific region of the search space. Similarly, if any gene appears in more than one of the K i equations, and if contradicting results occur, the gene is assigned a uniform probability distribution.
Because the preprocessing step is intended to guide a more precise subsequent GA optimization, the initial optimization of the key modeling parameters need not be precise. An easily implemented and effective strategy to determine a rough optimum for the K i equations, given the simplicity of the underlying physics models, is to perform an exhaustive search over a coarse grid spanning the relevant subspace of the genome (the subspace associated with the elements in g i ).
Typical rigid-body analyses involve only four to five design parameters, so an exhaustive search over a coarse grid (with approximately ten nodes per gene) employs only 10 4 -10 5 nodes in all. For all genes associated with one or more K i equations (and for which no contradiction occurs), the mutation distribution peak value μ is determined based on the value of the corresponding element of g i * , where the star refers to the value of g i at the grid point where K i is a maximum.
Every parameter in the genome thus has its own unique mutation distribution. For creation of the initial population, and for all mutations within subsequent generations, the mutation distributions generated by the preprocessing step are used. The result is to guide the GA optimization algorithm toward locations in which peak fitness values are more likely to be found and thereby increase the rate of convergence of the GA.
III. APPLICATION
An example demonstrates the proposed preprocessing approach. The specific example is a soft bodied biomimetic caterpillar-like robot. The goal of the caterpillar robot is to travel a straight path as far as possible in an allotted amount of time. Thus, the robot's travel distance per unit energy must be optimized, given that both the controls defining the robot's gait and the robot's physical form are allowed to change. Specific constraints will be placed on the variation of the robot's physical form from an original prototype design. The physical prototype and a computational model for that prototype can be seen in Fig. 6 . The physical robot prototype was made of a flexible plastic (Dragon Skin TM ) and was actuated by a series of shape memory alloy (SMA) springs.
In order to run the GA, a physics simulation had to be implemented to evaluate populations and give the members of the population fitness values [6] . The physics simulation package used to simulate the dynamics for the computation model was PhysX © , a simulation utility distributed by Nvidia. A baseline computational model was constructed to mimic the physical design of an actual robot prototype, under construction in a parallel effort [8] . The physical model consists of spherical sections connected by narrow regions of flexible material which act as joints. The computational model employs a lumped element representation of the flexible structure, which like the physical prototype consists of a discrete number of segments connected by joints. Intersegmental joints are represented in the dynamics model as revolute joints subject to a torsional, viscoelastic restoring force. Each segment is further divided into a pair of rigidbody elements which can slide and bend relative to one another (via intrasegmental revolute and prismatic joints). These intrasegmental joints model the flexibility within each segment of the soft body. For the simulations considered in this paper, a four segment robot was modeled using a total of eight rigid-body elements, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . In the model, each body segment (every other rigid-body element) features a pair of passive legs. These passive legs determine the points at which the caterpillar model contacts the ground.
The physical model is actuated by a set of twelve SMA springs. These springs transition between a pair of states (austenite and martensite) as spring temperature increases or decreases around a transition temperature. Spring constants and spring rest lengths change accordingly as a function of temperature [9, 10, 11] . Physical models for SMA springs were incorporated into the PhysX © dynamics calculations. In the physical model, robot gaits are generated by defining a time pattern for supplying or cutting power to each SMA. The control parameters optimized by the GA consist of these periodic on and off times for each of the twelve SMA actuators. Careful considerations were taken to model SMA heating and cooling times [12, 13] .
Each genotype is defined by these control parameters and a combination of morphology parameters describing the robot's physical form. The physical parameters evolved by the genetic algorithm included: leg lateral separation (w), segment length (L), segment radius (R), segment mass (m), joint limits, and spring attachment points (x, y, and z). The spring locations in the model were placed with dual bilateral symmetry at ± y and ± z locations on each segment (every other rigid-body element). With the exception of the joint rotation limit, all of the morphological parameters can be seen in Fig. 8 . In total, considering control and morphological parameters, the robot genotype consisted of 20 variables.
When applying the new preprocessing method the critical design characteristics (i.e. the K i equations) were first determined. It was decided that stability of the robot and the moments produced by the actuators were the two most critical characteristics related to moving the robot forward in a straight path. Stability is critical because an unstable robot may fall over or veer off course. Actuator moments are critical because they, ultimately, are responsible for translating and bending individual body segments in order to move the entire robot forward. Equations relating the K i to the morphological parameters of the genome were derived as follows.
First, a rolling stability equation was derived. Rolling stability was characterized in terms of the size of the disturbance force required to topple an isolated segment of the robot. This disturbance force F φ , where φ indicates rolling, was assumed to pass through the center of mass (cm) of the segment in a direction perpendicular to the ground plane. This force, along with the weight vector W, influence the total moment on the segment about the contact point a, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . For the segment to topple, the total moment M a must be greater than zero.
Here the vector r refers to a relative distance between two points which are denoted in the trailing subscript. In this case, r a,cm is the vector distance from the contact point a to the mass center cm.
It is trivial to show that any force large enough to generate a positive moment at a roll angle φ of zero will also generate a positive moment at any other roll angle. Hence it is reasonable to conduct a stability analysis that considers only the limiting case of zero φ. For this case, the minimum force required to topple the segment is given by the following equation.
Here g is the gravitational acceleration and P w is the following ratio involving the lateral leg spacing w and the segment halfwidth R.
Equation (2) represents the first of the cost functions (the K i ) for GA pre-processing.
It is desirable to choose morphological parameters that maximize this cost function in order to maximize system roll stability and reduce the risk that the robot topples.
Second, a yaw stability equation was derived in terms of the size of the disturbance force required to sway an isolated segment of the robot in the yaw direction. This disturbance force F ψ where ψ indicates motion in the yaw direction, was assumed to be applied at a distance equal to half the leg spacing w plus the z distance of the spring, from a robot leg acting as a pivot point. An opposing friction force was also applied at the leg spacing distance w from the pivot point. For the segment to sway, the total moment about the pivot point, which incorporates both the friction force and applied force, must be greater than zero. The minimum F ψ value corresponding to a moment equal to zero can be seen in equation (5), where μ is the friction coefficient.
Equation (5) represents the second of the cost functions (the K i ) for GA pre-processing.
It is desirable to choose morphological parameters that maximize this cost function in order to reduce system yaw sensitivity to (unintentionally) imbalanced SMA actuator forces.
Lastly, a lifting equation was derived in terms of the magnitude of a moment produced on a segment by an applied spring force. This applied spring force F s , along with the weight vector W, influence the total lifting moment M b on the segment about the contact point b, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . The weight vector W is assumed to pass through the segment's center of mass (cm), while the spring force is applied at a specific location dependent upon the attachment point of the spring (sp). For the segment to lift, the total moment M b must be greater than zero.
As can be seen in equation (7), M b is a function of several genes, including those associated with the spring attachment point (x, y) and those associated with segment mass and length (m, l). The moment also depends on three parameters not incorporated in the genome. Specifically, the spring constant k and rest length Δ were both fixed for the SMA actuators used in the physical robot (austenite phase). The robot can assume a range of configurations, so all pitch angles θ up to the joint limit also influence the moment.
Equation (6) represents the last of the cost functions (the K i ) for GA pre-processing. It is desirable to choose morphological parameters that produce high moments (for a given power input to the actuators), as these moments contribute directly to forward motion. The three cost functions were then optimized for each of the physics representations to determine where the mean values for each gene's Gaussian distribution should be located. For Fig. 9 the physical parameters were altered to maximize the amount of force that could be applied without rolling the robot over at small φ values (3). The analysis indicated that increasing mass m and widening leg spacing w increased roll stability. For the yaw stability case, of equation (5), a similar analysis indicated that increasing mass m, decreasing the lateral spring attachment point distance z, and increasing the leg spacing w all reduced sensitivity to yaw rotation. For the moment optimization seen in Fig. 10 , decreasing mass m, increasing the longitudinal and lateral spring attachment distances x and y, and increasing segment length L all contributed to increased moments.
The joint limit was not included in the physics representation so it was assigned a uniform distribution. Also, the optimal mass values were contradictory between the stability and lifting cost function optimizations. Because of this contradiction mass was also assigned a uniform distribution.
The final distribution parameters for all physics variables in the genotype can be seen in TABLE I. To assess the performance benefits of physics-based preprocessing, the GA was run in two configurations, one with and one without preprocessing. In both configurations, the GA was run with a fixed population size of 200. Fitness was determined as the distance traveled within 30 seconds of simulated time. Models that flipped, tipped, jumped, or veered substantially off course were given low fitness values. The top ten genomes from the population were placed into a hall of fame and were not subject to crossover or mutation. For the baseline GA case (with no preprocessing), all mutation and initial population values were selected from uniform distributions over the range of allowable parameters. Parameters limits were based on manufacturability, cost, and physical constraints for the physical prototype. For the preprocessing case, the initialization and mutation distributions were constructed as described in the preceding section.
After running for 50 generations, the preprocessing case was observed to converge substantially quicker than the baseline case. The generation numbers and corresponding maximum fitness values for each case are plotted in Fig. 11 . The new method converged quickly to a fitness value of greater than 0.06 within fewer than 20 generations, and then continued to increase more gradually to a maximum fitness of over 0.07 after 50 generations. By comparison, the baseline case converged to a plateau at a lower value of only 0.05 after 35 generations and reached a fitness value of over .07 after 114 generations. This test was repeated multiple times and consistently yielded similar results. 
V. CONCLUSION
A method was created to accelerate GA convergence for simultaneous optimization of control and morphological parameters for a biomimetic robot. The method relies on physics-based preprocessing to guide the definition of the initial population and mutations that occur in each generation. The methodology was verified using a particular example, that of a caterpillar-inspired robot.
In this example, the preprocessor increased fitness achieved in the first 50 generations by roughly 38 percent. This method offers significant potential benefits to improve convergence time for even more complex models involving hundreds or possibly thousands of genotype parameters.
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